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Jason Botkid

Jason Botkid is an NPC controlled by various GM's potentially who are a part of New Dusk Conclave, and
also Charaa. This NPC can be found here Charaa's Characters

Jasonbotkid
Species & Gender Synthetic Human-male

Organization: Mining Guild
Occupation: Overseer

Character Description

Human standard appearance, round ears, and black hair, while hisskin was bluish-grey color, which made
his glowing techno-synthetic eyes glow bright red. and stands at 5’6 in height and about 200 weight. his
hair is short

Personality wise, he is calm serious and careful regards to the mine, and he doesn't tolerate goofing off
when it could get people killed.

History

Jason and his sisterwere created as part of a project where the scientists hoped to try and merge
Synthetic and the organic, in a way Cyborgs, to make them smarter and possibly better workers, Alara
showed greater intelligence He was influenced by his sister to share some of her traits while he was
connected to her, and as a result he developed a leadership quality to himself. But before he could use it
however, the lab got attacked, so he with the help of his sister escaped. He saw a Warandroid near his
sister, and he tried to go to her when soldiers attacked him but fortunately he was saved. He too learned
as his sister had and while the warandroid began losing power and died they flew away off world. .
Eventually they found themselves in the New Dusk Conclave, where their kind was welcomed. Alara
decided to join the Mining Guild since it felt to her that she might do some good there. He decided to join
her, but in a different mine to see if the link would hold.

Inventory

Salvage

Box of handheld radio sets (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 65-76, IC: 4997-15485-134)
Shipment of eggs
1 crate containing 40 Zen Armaments Precision Sniper Rifle and 40 BU-P50R batteries
A giant robot mecha, possibly a prototype intended for the Star Army Rikugun
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Relationships

Alara Botkid -sister

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by Charaa on 2019/10/06 21:58.

Charaa’s Will

Character Data
Character Name Jason Botkid
Character Owner Charaa
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location Sirris VI
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